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Description

Professional
Group

Professional
Individual

Advanced personal administration

Ability to export custom words to XML format to
capture their properties, such as custom spacing and
capitalization

•

•

•

Advanced custom commands

– Ability to include variable fields in the body of
auto-texts, where the user can later type or dictate a
specific value
– Include variables in command names
– Create or import powerful commands to automate
tasks (Macro Recorder, Step-by-Step, and VBA-style
Advanced Scripting)
– Organize custom commands in tailor-made groups

•

•

•

Client-based advanced administration

– Ability to import/export custom commands in the
Command Browser
– Ability to maintain, import and export multiple
vocabularies
– Security features for custom commands, such as
support for protected commands
– Obtain a recognition log file for rich, objective usage
data

•

•

•

Includes option to save synchronized audio from
dictation done in certain apps. Dragon® saves a .dra file
along with the transcribed text file.

•

•

•

Ability to accurately transcribe another single speaker’s
voice from pre-recorded audio ﬁles or from podcasts
without having to create and train a profile using a
recording of that single speaker reading pre-selected text

•

•

•

Support for .m4a format (in addition to .wav, .wma, .mp3,
.dss, .ds2)

•

•

•

Correction only mode: Correctionist can turn on the
Correction Only setting within the original dictator’s
profile, enabling dictation to always be interpreted as a
correction command for easier editing

•

•

Transcription tools
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Auto-transcribe folder agent (AFTA)

– Monitors a specific directory to automatically launch
transcription
– Provide a synchronized audio file along with the
transcript, for deferred correction
– Supports .DOC, .RTF and .TXT output formats
– Run a script (such as an email notification) when a
transcription is complete

•

•

•

Accessibility

Supports Section 508 standards to eliminate barriers for
individual workers with disabilities that limit their ability to
use a keyboard and mouse

•

•

•

Additional help with in-context commands when user
asks “what can I say” at any time. A list of relevant
commands will immediately assist you if you ask “what
can I say” when working within specific applications.

•

•

•

Easier access and management of “Text-and-Graphics”
commands (or “auto-texts”) and of user-defined
commands (with “Manage Custom Commands”) in the
Tools menu

•

•

•

Windows 10 certified

Windows 10 logo certification

•

•

•

Office 2016 support

Supports Microsoft Office 2016 with Full Text Control and
Natural Language Commands

•

•

•

Nuance® PowerMic™ II support

PowerMic II is a robust, ergonomic handheld microphone
featuring simplified, thumb-control operation (for
dictating, editing, navigating, and reviewing documents
using speech recognition), programmable buttons and
integrated mouse functionality. It is ideal for professionals
who are looking for new levels of dictation speed, easeof-use and productivity.

•

•

Roaming users

Enterprise profile management with user profiles
centralized on the network

•

•

Administrative settings

Access to advanced administrative settings (per the
Miscellaneous tab) such as disabliing restricted users
from modifying commands or vocabularies, disabling use
of Macro Recorder, Step-by-Step or Advanced Scripting
commands, etc.

•

•

MSI installation

Ability to do a command line install

•

•

Ease of use
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•*

Remote desktop connection

Supports remote use on a computer running Windows
Server 2008 R2 or 2012. With Microsoft®’s free Remote
Desktop Connection software, you can use Dragon from
a local Windows computer on which Dragon itself is not
installed.

•

•

Citrix® support

Support for published applications in Citrix virtualized
environments

•

•

License

Ability to license as VLA (Volume Licensing Agreement)

•

•

Nuance® User Management Center

Ability to connect to Nuance® User Management Center

•

•

Support for individual Nuance®
Dragon® Anywhere accounts

User can integrate Dragon on the desktop with an
individual Nuance® Dragon® Anywhere account

Ability to manage general and legal
vocabulary licenses

Through Nuance® User Management Center

•

Legal-specific solution with special
language model

Trained using more than 400 million words from legal
documents—that delivers optimal, recognition accuracy
for dictation of legal terms right from the start. To further
increase accuracy, you can create, import and share
custom word lists that are relevant to your clients and
areas of specialty. Dragon also enables you to format
legal citations automatically and leverage third-party
correction features to speed document turnaround and
free support staff to focus on higher value tasks.

•

Data distribution tool

Description
Remote management of word lists, profiles and custom
vocabulary. Make new words, customized vocabularies,
or new commands available to all Dragon users on a
particular installation of Dragon.

*

For Dragon Professional Group customers who have
Nuance® User Management Center, they do not need
to use this Tool
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